
Shanghai Apartment Tower Collapse

“Research and write an Interoffice Memorandum 
addressed to your project team, setting out the 
human errors and site conditions (geotechnical) 
that led to the 13-story Shanghai Lotus Riverside 
apartment tower collapse, together with your 
recommendations as to how to avoid a similar 
mishap”. 

Civil Engineering & Architecture class



Nín Hǎo Team!

Liu has asked me to research & review the circumstances leading to the Lotus Riverside mishap, this way we can review our foundation design and 
construction sequencing plan to avoid a similar disaster. Here is a summary of what seems to have happened: 

a. The Lotus Riverside apartments began with a weak foundation; the pilings of the building were too narrow and spread out. Additionally, hollow pilings 
are not strong enough to support a tall building.

b. After the apartment was built, plans were made for a parking garage. Large mounds of earth from the excavation were piled in a landfill beside a nearby 
creek; the weight from the earth caused the flood-prevention wall to crack allowing water to seep into the ground which created an unstable foundation 
for the building.

c. The 10 meter deep pile on one side of the building and the 4.6-metre deep pit on the opposite side created a pressure differential which in turn caused the 
weak pilings of the building to collapse (see figure 1 and 2). This, combined with the muddy soil and uneven lateral pressures, resulted in the toppling of 
the apartments.

Let me know if you have any further questions regarding this topic.
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To: Shanghai Project Team

From:

Date:

Subject: How to avoid a collapsed building

A few years ago in Shanghai, a newly built apartment building collapsed because of mistakes on the part of the developer, contractor, 
supervisor, and many others. With the knowledge of what went wrong and our own good judgement, we can prevent the same incident from 
happening to our project. Here is what went down in the 2009 incident:

A 13-story apartment building was built adjacent to a flowing river, and on top of loose soil. There was a flood-prevention wall built near the 
building. The foundation that was built was up to the building standards of that region. A parking garage was being dug out, with the 
apartment building between the garage and river. The dug-out dirt was placed between the apartment building and the river. After several 
days of rain, the pressure moving through the ground from the pile of dirt to the hole for the parking garage became to great and the 
foundation and soil underneath the complex shifted and the 13-story building collapsed, killing one worker.
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Let's break this apart.
• Location: The location that was chosen for the apartment complexes was less than ideal, especially for a tall building. The combination of 

loose soil along with an adjacent river and rain resulted in soil not be stable enough to support the building.

• Structure: The apartment building and it's foundation was up to the building code. The foundation was built with PHC (Pre-stressed, High-
strength Concrete) hollow foundation piles that were uprooted when the building collapsed. However, at the time of the incident, there were 
no structural walls lining the pit dug out for the parking garage.

• Judgement: Obviously some authority made an incorrect call to pile the dirt where it ended up, or even the building location for that matter.

• Reception: The public did not react well to this incident. They complained about cutting corners to save money and the ones that had 
already bought units in the complex did not feel safe living there, even if it was rebuilt more structurally.

If we choose our location carefully, be sure to take the highest precautions, and make good judgement calls, we should be able to avoid an 
incident such as this one described above. Thank you.

Sincerely,
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TO: C.L. Designs project team

RE: Better foundation ideas for Shanghai Apartments

There is a better way to support the apartment building. My 
drawings will show what they did wrong and how we can improve 
on ours.

In Diagram A, there is a sketch of the Shanghai apartments with 
their plan for supporting the building which failed. When they tried 
to dig near it, rain eroded the dirt under it.

• Diagram B shows a better design for our building which will be 
built on the same type of land. The beams are bigger in 
diameter and are cemented in with rebar cages. There is also a 
six inch thick wall the runs down on either side that is the 
width of the building to block out water.
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To: Shanghai Project Team

From: 

Subject: Causes and Lessons Learned From the Lotus Riverside High Rise 
Collapse 

On a rainy day in Shanghai, a 15 story tower in the Lotus riverside high rise 
complex collapsed, there was only one death. The tower was located right 
on the edge of a pit that was being constructed for a parking structure. The 
spoil from the pit was placed on the back side of the building. The structure 
was built with a deep level friction pile foundation made of what appeared 
to be plain concrete. This was then topped off with a concrete floor slab. 
The parking structure was not part of the original structure design and 
therefor conflicted with the ground around the foundation piles. The rain 
also contributed to this disaster because the spoil was turned into a mud 
avalanche that created a lateral force that was greater than what the 
foundation was designed to handle. This caused the piles to snap and letting 
the tower slide over the open pit edge were it toppled over and collapsed 
into the horizontal position.    

Recommendations:

The project manager should have planned to prepare the complex with the 
people in mind (how they live, how they flow, and how they use the area) 
would have resulted in all of the towers, garages, and other infrastructure to 
be integrated into one supper structure. This would prevent any of the 
individual structure’s foundations from clashing with each other. The piles 
should have also been made of steel reinforced concrete piles such as steel 
H girders sheathed in concrete, or such materials. The spoil should have 
been removed from the premises in the first place. A retaining wall could 
have been built along the edge of the pit secured with tie backs before the 
garage went up. Finally the towers foundations should have been built 
inside a tubular caisson that would have distribute the lateral forces away 
and around from the tower. 
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To: Shanghai Project Team (Liu, Jack, Sally, Hector, Wang, Mary Lou, Edgar, Bruce, etc……)

From: 

Subject: Causes and lessons-learned from the Lotus Riverside collapse

Hello everyone. It appears that there has been a major disaster with the structure we have been working on in Lotus Riverside. Here is a list of 
possibilities that could have resulted in this catastrophe.

1) Faulty foundation design
2) Dirt slides
3) Moisturization in the ground (causing the building to tip over)
4) Weak materials (nails, screws, blocks, etc)
5) Weak cement
6) Deciding to build the parking garage later in construction!

Now I shall list possible solutions to prevent from happening again anytime soon. Please follow some of the advice listed below to prevent any 
more harm to the citizens and the workers.

“Faulty foundation design”

It HIGHLY depends where you plan on placing your foundations due to the possibilities of the presence of loose gravels, sands, dirts, and other 
kinds of materials. For example if you plan on making a structure on top of an area with loose materials, it is IMPERATIVE that you make your 
foundations with strong connected materials and to place any poles or rods very deep to prevent the construct from collapsing.

The same with moisturization in the ground (ground water). There are going to be several times where your construction site is on top or not 
near any presence of groundwater. The same thing applies in this case as well. The foundation needs to be correctly constructed and needs to 
be strong!
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“Weak materials”

It is absolutely imperative that the materials used to keep the structure together are correctly and properly built in! Make sure there 
are no loose nails or loose materials in your construction. For this can lead into the building collapsing or having to reassemble the 
entire area which contained the poorly placed materials.

“Weak cement”

This one is also, you guessed it, “imperative”! This not only applies to the foundation design but to the prevention of groundwater 
from entering your structure in areas it should not appear in. If your cement is not made and mixed with the proper materials it is 
likely that it will be very weak and will cause your structure to collapse and allow groundwater to enter as well. To avoid anything like 
this use the proper materials in making your cement! And make sure it is mixed properly. If you used the right materials and mixed it 
properly and your still not convinced, take it to the lab where they will do something called a “stress test” to test its strength. 
However this is actually REQUIERED for you to do when constructing a building.

“Building the parking garage later after construction”

This one practically speaks for itself. The decision to build a parking garage DIRECTLY under the building after the completion of the 
structure itself is absolutely ridiculous! The solution to this one is simple. Build the parking garage FIRST before any construction of 
the actual complex itself! No need to say more.

I hoped you looked real well at the possibilities I came up with for it is important to keep in mind for building any kind of construct. 
Keep these possibilities in mind!

Sincerely,
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TO:   People

RE: Riverside Apartment Collapse

I know this project is in a similar location to the one of the famous apartment collapse a few years 
ago, so I want to cover a few points to make sure we don’t repeat it.

- I have attached a few diagrams I found of the foundation of that building, to show what went 
wrong.

- The obvious problem is that they started digging for the garage after completing most of the 
building. 

- There are a few theories about what this did

- The most common theory is that the pressure difference it caused led the ground under the 
foundation to settle and shift.

- One article brought up that there had been some leakage from the river due to poor 
construction of the flood walls, or because the excavated dirt put too much force on them.

- Another pointed out that the concrete used in the pilings was not up to quality standards

- Overall, this was just sloppy work. Using the right materials and doing thinks in the right 
order is just common sense.  This is all basic stuff, just do it right and it shouldn’t be a 
problem.
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Memo 
The last contractor was irresponsible. We are not . So we aren't going to 
have the same problems. First, once the design has been approved
no changes to the footprint will be allowed. Second, we don't accept 
bribes. Third, The budget is approved up front and a binding contract 
will be signed .
Here are the problems as I see them:

Insufficient foundation,
No rebar,
No bolts securing the building to the foundation,
It's bad to alter the design by adding a parking garage later. It should 
have been designed correctly and not changed.
The river should have had a retaining wall.
Moving soil to the wrong side . The soil should have been removed off 
site.

Here is how we will change the plan to avoid any future problems:

We will make the first 4 floors a parking garage.
We dig down until we hit bedrock to tie in our foundation pilings.
The front door on floor 1 is an entrance only to the elevators. The 
elevators have front and back entrance doors.
To walk from the front of the building to the car park on floor 1 you need 
to call the elevator and walk threw it. However,
this does make the residence feel very safe. Something the last contractor 
neglected.
Floor 5 is actually floor 1 of residences which is good luck in Shanghai . 
Something the last contractor lacked!
We will not skimp on rebar. 
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The End
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